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Abstract: A group of mobile hosts which are connected by wireless means is called as ad-hoc network. Ad-hoc means network is created when it is required. As these mobile hosts are not static so these form a temporary network. Links in these networks keep on changing very frequently. So these networks do not have any base station or fixed infrastructure. No specific router is involved in ad-hoc routers. So each node has to act as router for itself. Because of wireless medium communication range of every host is limited. Because of this limited range a host cannot communicate to every other host in the network. For communication it has to include its neighbor nodes in order to make links. A number of protocols are provided to find routes from one node to any destination. In this paper we briefly introduce two table driven protocols and then analyze their performance in different network densities. Metrics used are packet size vs average throughput of generating packets, packet size vs average simulation end to end delay and packet sent time vs end to end delay. For visualization ns-2 tool is used. By using these factors graphs are drawn with tracegraph utility.
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Introduction

In past communication was very difficult with wireless networks. Communication was only possible with wired networks but as technology is improving day by day it has become very easy to communicate by using wireless networks. These networks are highly dynamic in nature as links keeps on changing. So network is created only when need to communication arises. That’s why these networks are called as ad-hoc networks. It is not possible for every node to have a direct link with all other moving hosts in the network. So some protocols are designed to provide routes. These protocols are divided as on-demand and table driven types. On demand protocols are also called as reactive protocols because these provide routes only when request comes for communication. Table driven protocols are also called as proactive protocols because these protocols always have routes available. Whenever there is some change in network topology tables stored at each node gets updates by flooding like methods and stale entries are removed. In this paper we study and analyze the results of two proactive protocols. It is Difficult to store and maintain entries at each node. So proactive protocols are not good for large networks as overhead created by flooding messages in these protocols is very large. All proactive protocols used for mobile ad-hoc networks use in built algorithms to create routes between nodes.

Dsdv

The protocol used to solve the major problem which is loop free path associated with distance vector protocol of wired network is Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Protocol(DSDV). It is a proactive or table driven protocol and it is based on Bellman-Ford algorithm. It was introduced by C. Perkins and P. Bhagwat in 1994. Each mobile host maintains a routing table where each entry contains destinations IP address, next hop IP address, number of hops to reach the destination, sequence number assigned by the destination node and settling time. Sequence number
is the number which is used to remove stale entries from the routing table. If there is valid link available to destination then sequence number is generated by destination node which is owner node. Owner node always uses even number. If there is a link break in the route a non owner node can also update sequence number for that route which is an odd number. Each mobile host advertises its own routing table entries with its neighbors nodes in update packet forms. To reduce traffic route update packet is of two types. Full dump packets are used to send complete routing table entries. Full dump packets are used in case of fastly changing network. Incremental update packets are used to send only those entries from the routing table that has a metric change since the last update and it must fit in a packet. It is used when the network is relatively stable to avoid traffic. Each route update packet in addition to the routing table information also contains a unique sequence number assigned by the transmitter. There are two ways to select a route.

1) The route labeled with the highest sequence number is used.
2) If two routes have the same sequence numbers then the route with the best metric cost is used.

Based on the past history, the nodes estimate the settling time of routes. The stations delay the transmission of an update packets by settling time so as to eliminate those updates that would occur for a very small time. Each row of the update packets contains Destination IP Address, Destination Sequence Number, Hop Count.

**Olsr**

Optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol is a proactive protocol. It is an optimization of link state protocol used in wired network. As it is a table driven protocol it always has routes available. It used two types to messages hello messages and Topology control (TC) messages. Multipoint relay concept is used to reduce the traffic due to retransmission of flooding messages. In pure link state protocol links with all the neighbor nodes are declared. But in case of Olsr to reduce the size of control packet only links with multipoint relay selector are declared in hello messages. To minimize the control traffic it uses the concept of selected nodes called as Multi point relay (MPR) nodes. MPR’s set is selected in such a way that set of one hop neighbor set of MPR’s consist of all two hop neighbor nodes of multipoint relay selector. Only nodes selected as MPR can retransmit the broadcast messages. The nodes which are not in the MPR’s set can only receive and process broadcast messages but cannot retransmit them. Each node maintains a list of MPR selector. Every packet coming from MPR selector is assumed to be retransmitted. This list keeps on changing every time nodes move. This change is reflected by the selector nodes in their hello messages. Each node in the MPR’s set generates TC messages. TC messages consists of originator’s address, addresses of MPR’s set that node and MPR selector nodes. If a node is not selected as MPR by any MPR selector than it can not generate TC messages. Olsr is best suited for large and dense network as multipoint relay concept is best suited in this context. More dense a network is more optimization is achieved. MPR’s set should as small as possible. Higher optimality is achieved in case of small MPR set. Every route in Olsr from source to destination is a sequence of hops which are multipoint relays. MPRs are one hop neighbors with bi-directional links available. MPRs act as intermediate nodes in every path. So to maintain routes in the routing table available each node has to periodically broadcast information about its one hop bi-directional neighbors. Each node creates and updates routes after receiving this information. Selection of bi-directional nodes as intermediate nodes solves the problem related with acknowledgment of data packets along uni-directional links. With the help of hello messages each nodes can select its MPRs set because hello messages contain information about neighbors which are up to two hops. After receiving hello messages nodes can construct the list of its Multipoint relay selector nodes. In the neighbor table, Each node records the information about its one hop neighbors with their link status which can be uni-directional, bi-directional, MPR and two hop neighbors. The validity of entries of neighbor table depends upon the holding time. It also contains a sequence number which is incremented every time the MPR set of the local node is updated.

**Result**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Protocols used</th>
<th>Type of connection</th>
<th>Maximum packet size</th>
<th>Maximum topology area</th>
<th>Maximum simulation time</th>
<th>Mobility model used</th>
<th>Maximum queue length</th>
<th>Simulato</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,20,30</td>
<td>Olsr, Dsdv</td>
<td>Tcp</td>
<td>1200 bytes</td>
<td>600*600</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Random way point model</td>
<td>50 Packets</td>
<td>Ns-2.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1: parameters used
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Type i) Graphs for 10 nodes

A) Graphs for packet size vs average throughput of generating packets

For Olsr

![Graph for Olsr](image)

For Dsdv

![Graph for Dsdv](image)

In case of 10 nodes we observe that as the packet size is increasing, throughput of dsdv in much higher than olsr.
B) Graphs for packet size vs average simulation end to end delay

For olsr

In case of 10 nodes we observe that as the packet size is increasing end to end delay of dsdv is slightly higher than olsr.
C) Graphs for packet send time vs simulation end to end delay

For Olsr

For Dsdv

In case of 10 nodes we observe that as the packet sent time is increasing end to end delay of dsdv is much higher than olsr.
Type ii) For 20 nodes
   A) Graphs for packet size vs average throughput of generating packets

For Olsr

In case of 20 nodes as the packet size is increasing throughput of Olsr is higher than throughput of dsdv.
B) Graphs for packet size vs average simulation end to end delay

For Olsr

For Dsdv

In case of 20 nodes as the packet size is increasing end to end delay of dsdv is higher than olsr.
C) Graphs for packet send time vs simulation end to end delay

For Olsr

![Graph for Olsr](image)

For Dsdv

![Graph for Dsdv](image)

In case of 20 nodes we observe that as the packet sent time is increasing end to end delay of dsdv is much higher than olsr.
Summary

Type of protocols used are: Table driven and Table driven.
Simulation tool used: ns-2
Graphic tool used: Tracegraph

Metrics used are:
- a) Packet size vs throughput
- b) Packet size vs delay
- c) Sent time vs delay

Type of connection used: Tcp
Number of nodes used: 10, 20, 30.
Maximum packet size: 1200.
When packet size increases than 1200 both protocols failed to deliver packets because of network congestion.
Simulation ends just one second after total simulation time.
Parameters used to fix in tcl file: nodes initial position, nodes final position, number of nodes, connection between nodes and total simulation time.
Nodes decide their own path to move from source to destination.
The following result shows the graphs that were obtained using these metrics and comparison of two proactive protocols dsdv and olsr.

Conclusion

In this paper we conclude that a brief introduction of dsdv and olsr is given. Both these protocols are of proactive or table driven type. we conclude that overhead is much more in case of olsr as number of tables maintained at olsr is more than dsdv so number of broadcast messages by any node to maintain tables in case olsr is more than dsdv. Performance analysis is done here by using ns-2 simulation tool. Tracegraph is used to create graphs by using trace files of corresponding tcl files here. Three factors are used to to perform comparison analysis packet size vs average throughput of generating packets, packet size vs average simulation end to end delay and packet sent time vs simulation end to end delay. Three cases of 10, 20 and 30 nodes are used to increase network density. Different connections are created between nodes to analyze performance. Based on these factors following table is drawn.

Table 2: Performance analysis of olsr and dsdv

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.of nodes</th>
<th>Metrices</th>
<th>Packet size vs Throughput</th>
<th>Packet size vs end to end delay</th>
<th>Packet sent time vs end to end delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Dsdv</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Dsdv</td>
<td>Olsr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We conclude that as network density increases throughput of olsr seems to be better than dsdv. In every case end to end delay of dsdv is better than olsr because number of broadcast messages in case of dsdv is less than olsr. Also we notice that as network density goes on increasing delay of dsdv goes on increasing. So we can say dsdv proves to be a better protocol in cases where network density is low.

Future Work

Both of these dsdv and olsr protocols can be analyzed using using other tools like ns-3 and opnet etc. Xgraphs like other utilities can be used to create graphs. Other factors can be used for comparison of dsdv and olsr at each succession increment of number of nodes. Some mechanism must be there to reduce overhead problems in table driven protocols. As there is no method to reduce this so there is lots of scope related to this problem. Table driven protocols can be better in case of highly dynamic network as routes are always available here at the cost of overhead.
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